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Q. What does every single Al-Anon member have in common?
A. Each of us was once a teenager (or still is)
We handled it in our own way, sometimes gracefully, sometimes not.
Some of us grew up with alcoholism, some didn’t.
Today we are each blessed to have Al-Anon to help us continue to grow,
one day at a time.
Regardless of our own personal experience, surely every member has empathy for a
teenager or child who is affected by someone’s drinking. They need Alateen!
The past two and a half years have presented challenges none of us ever imagined.
And the past two and a half years have made it much more difficult
for a teen to get to an Alateen meeting.
We need to do something about that, each one of us.
We need to carry the message to teens:

•

Print the flyer on page 7 and pass it out at in-person AFG and AA meetings
• Distribute the flyer electronically to your group contacts
• Talk about Alateen in your groups and with program friends
• Become an AMIAS (Al-Anon Member in Alateen Service)
• Start an Alateen meeting in your district either in-person or virtual
It can be done!
For how to proceed, please contact the Area 24 Alateen Coordinators at:
AlateenArea24ac@gmail.com and AlateenArea24pc@gmail.com
Visit the Area 24 Alateen website for more info: www.alateenmddc.com
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AREA 24 CALENDAR OF EVENTS – 2022
September 10th

Saturday

District 9 Picnic, see flyer on page 10

September 24th

Saturday

Fall AWSC, via Zoom, see page 4 for details

October 8th

Saturday

District 8 Fall Workshop, see flyer on page 11

October 22nd

Saturday

Fall Assembly, details forthcoming

November 5th

Saturday

Fall Convention, via Zoom, see enclosed flyer

For an up-to-date calendar of events, please visit the Area 24 website:
click here
or
aim your smartphone camera at the QR code on top of page 1
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From our Delegate
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Dear Members who love CAL (all of you, I hope!),

Regarding CAL

Each month, the "CAL Corner" department in The Forum features members' sharings on how a
particular piece of Conference Approved Literature has enhanced their recovery. We would like
to focus on the following pieces in upcoming issues, but really need sharings about them no
later than September 12 in order to do so:
•Intimacy in Alcoholic Relationships (B-33)
•From Survival to Recovery (B-21)
•Lois Remembers (B-7)
•Blueprint for Progress (P-5 or P-91)
Please help by sharing 200-400 words each about how any of these individual pieces helped
you, or by asking members in your Area to do so. Please see the writing guideline at:
al-anon.org/pdf/CALcornerSharingRevised%202018.pdf
You can submit your sharing online at: al-anon.org/for-members/membersresources/literature/literature-resources/send-your-sharing/
Or via mail to AFG, 1600 Corporate Landing Parkway, Virginia Beach, VA 23454-5617, Attention:
"CAL Corner"
Or via email to wso@al-anon.org with "CAL Corner" in the subject line.
Many, many thanks for your help,
-----------------------------Tom Coffey
Associate Director—Literature, WSO, Al-Anon Family Groups
WSO Price Increases for some Literature Items:
Effective August 1, 2022, WSO has increased the price of many books by $2;
the Service Manual by $6 (now $11);
and all pamphlets now cost at least 25 cents, as well as Just for Today/Tonight bookmarks.
Newcomer packets and Blueprints for Progress are unchanged.
The new prices are necessary to defray increased production costs so that WSO can remain
self-supporting. FYI, literature prices had not been raised since 2013!
There is a new order form on the WSO website, item S-16.
Be sure to make our group members aware.
Vicky B., Literature Coordinator
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Important Update on the AIS-DCSMD!
AIS-DCSMD is changing how it operates
and is referring to this change as AIS-DCSMD 2.0 for clarity.
This AIS serves the Al-Anon groups in Montgomery Co, Prince Georges Co and
Washington DC.
The AFG representatives at the June business meeting voted to let go of the physical
location of this AIS. A post office box has been established for mail and donations:

AIS-DCSMD, PO Box 7457, Silver Spring MD 20907
Cindy S, a member who resides in DC, has volunteered to be the Resident Agent,
since a street address is required for a DC Corporation where AIS-DCSMD is
incorporated as a non-profit organization. Our telephone number: 202-635-2023 will
continue to operate receiving calls from newcomers, professionals and members as it
is a Voice Over IP phone which does not require a physical location.
To date, no member has volunteered to house the Literature Distribution Center
(LDC) for it to continue. The LDC committee discussed its options and voted to move
to inactive status. They observed that the LDC had not been heavily used in the past
few years prior to the pandemic and Literature Sale Days have not had regularly
significant sales. A final Literature Sale Day is planned for September 17th and a
plan for the disposition of any remaining inventory is under discussion. In the future, if
the Districts in the AIS area determine that a centralized LDC would support their
groups, these DRs can contact the AIS about re-activating the LDC. At that time,
they will need to provide a location, a member to coordinate it as well as a plan and a
few committee members for its operation.
Outreach to the public and to libraries are Open Service Opportunities. AIS
members are individually responding to staffing information tables (two events:
August and September). A member is willing to provide Al-Anon Faces Alcoholism to
the public libraries in the one of the three AIS jurisdictions during September
(Recovery Month) and two others are being sought as well as a coordinator.
Administrative tasks such as modification of the By-laws and Incorporation
documents are to be addressed in the coming months. More to be revealed as HP
and members move forward with AIS-DCSMD 2.0 in service to the Districts and their
Groups that established AIS-DCSMD which serves Washington DC, Montgomery Co.
and Prince Georges Co.
Yours in service, Maureen M, Chairperson
Al-Anon-Cer / September 2022
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Fall Convention Update
The days are getting shorter, and back-to-school sales have begun –
summer must be almost over!
What’s next? Naturally, a Fall Convention…
and concerns of yet another surge in the pandemic.
Given the latter, the Area 24 Steering Committee felt a virtual
Fall Convention most prudent.
Tune in: November 5 for “A Harvest of Recovery”
and share in the worldwide bounty of experience, strength and hope!
Please see the flyer in this newsletter.
Can Area 24 continue to present two conventions a year?
You can demonstrate your support by volunteering for a planning committee.
The Al-Anon-Cer editor will forward your inquiry. For example, we still need a
co-chair for this year’s Fall Convention, to shepherd the event in 2023.
Service is one third of our legacies
Participation is a blessing.
Robert W., Fall Convention Chairperson Area24Fall@gmail.com
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Treasurer’s Corner
Contributions
The group, district and individual contributions for the second quarter of 2022 were
$3,688. The Area thanks you for all these generous contributions. See the Contributions
page for details of the contributions. Once again, personal contributions helped boost
our total contributions. The contributions for the first half of the year totaled $8,791.

Expenses
The total expenses for the second quarter of 2022 were $3,800. Most of this was the
extra contribution of $ 3,500 to the WSO approved by the Spring Assembly. This WSO
contribution brought the balance in the bank down to our prudent reserve. The only
other expenses were $175 for background checks for three new Alateen AMAIS’s and
$127 to pay for printing and mailing of the March Al-Anon-Cer.
Total expenses for the year totaled $6,140.

Directions for Contributions
If you are in a position to do so, you can contribute directly via credit card to the World
Service Office at Al-Anon.org. You can send a check to the area and your local AIS If you
have one.
You can also contribute to the area via credit card, debit card, or PayPal from the area
web site, MARYLANDDC-ALANON.ORG. If you choose to contribute this way and want
the contribution to be recorded as coming from a meeting be sure to indicate the
meeting’s WSO number. You can find the WSO number for meetings on the Al-Anon.org
“find a meeting” section, at the bottom of the listing for the meeting.
Please include your WSO group number and meeting name on contributions by mail. If
you don’t know your WSO group number then include meeting location and meeting
day and time. It would also be appreciated if you could include an email address or
phone number in case there is a question.
Make checks payable to AFG of MD & DC. Send contributions to:
AFG of MD & DC
3116 Parkway
Cheverly, MD 20785-1255
Yours in Service,
Charles Lady, Treasurer
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CONTRIBUTIONS
Online at MarylandDC-Alanon.org with Paypal, Credit or Debit card.
By mail make the check payable to AFG of MD & DC.
Send check to: AFG of MD & DC, 3116 Parkway, Cheverly, MD 20785-1255
Please note "individual", group number or district number on check.
Contributions above the level required to pay expenses and maintain the prudent reserve
are normally contributed to the WSO each year after approval by the assembly.
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To make contributions to Area 24
Mail to:

•
•
•

AFG of MD and DC, Inc
3116 Parkway
Cheverly, MD 20785

Make donation checks payable to “AFG of MD and DC, Inc”
Please include your group name & number on your contribution
For District contributions, include the District #

To make contributions to the World Service Office
Mail to:

•
•

Al-Anon Family Groups Headquarters, Inc.
1600 Corporate Landing Parkway
Virginia Beach, VA 23454-5617

Please make donation checks payable to “AFG, Inc”
Please include your group number on your check
Meeting Information: 888-425-2666
All other business: 757-563-1600
Website: http://www.al-anon.org/members
All members are encouraged to visit and browse the WSO website!

Members can also make an online donation to
both the Area and WSO very easily on the Area 24 website:
https://www.marylanddc-alanon.org/

…fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions
Al-Anon-Cer / September 2022
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SUBMISSIONS
Send calendar events and reports for the Al-Anon-Cer to the editor by the deadlines below.
Please include contact info with your submission to enable the editor to verify/clarify information

SUBMISSION DEADLINES
Issue

Deadline

Issue

Deadline

March

February 15

September

August 15

June

May 15

December

November 15

Early submissions are greatly appreciated!

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Group Reps (or Current Mailing Address for group if different from GR), District Reps, Area
Officers & Coordinators, Past Delegates, Regional Trustee and Area Information Services may
request a paper copy. Additionally, all other members may request a paper copy;
a $15 annual donation to Area 24 is suggested but not required.
The Al-Anon-Cer may also be emailed to any member who requests a subscription.
Email your subscription request to: Newsletter4Area24@gmail.com
Or subscribe at the Area 24 website: https://www.marylanddc-alanon.org
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Area Information Services
Al-Anon/Alateen Information Service of Anne Arundel County
PO Box 763, Severna Park, MD 21146
(410) 766-1984
Website: www.md-al-anon.org

Meets quarterly in January, April, July, and October, on the third Wednesday of the month, at 7:30pm via
Zoom. For more information, call (410) 766-1984 or email alanon@md-al-anon.org.

Important update on p. 6
AIS-DCSMD

(Al-Anon/Alateen Information Service of Washington DC & Suburban Maryland, Inc)
(202) 635-2023
Website: www.al-anon-alateen-dcmd.org
Contact: chair@al-anon-alateen-dcmd.org for more information

All AIS-DCSMD Business meetings are held at 7 PM on the fourth Thursdays of January, February, March,
April, June, September, and October and first Thursday in December.
Meetings are currently convened in FreeConferenceCall.com :
To Dial-in, call: (425) 436-6398, Access code: 415673#, Security code: 121212.
To meeting online: https://join.freeconferencecall.com/traditions8&11,
Sign in with email address, Online meeting ID: traditions8&11 Security code: 121212

Baltimore Al-Anon Information Service
PO Box 185, Kingsville, MD 21087
(443) 695-0221
www.alanon-maryland.org

Baltimore AIS business meetings are the second Tuesday of the month (no mtgs in June or Dec) at 7:00pm.
For more information call (410) 832-7094 or go to www.alanon-maryland.org

Baltimore, Baltimore Co, Harford Co,
& surrounding areas:
Carolyn S. (443) 528-5992
Please email orders and include the
group and your name, address, and
phone #.
AlanonLiteratureDepot@gmail.com

Eastern Shore (District 24):
Ruth C. (443) 235-0300
Ercody1@aol.com

Cumberland Answering Service
(301) 722-6110
(through AA answering service)

Easton Answering Service
(410) 822-4226
(through AA answering service)

Al-Anon/Alateen Information
Service of Washington, DC and
Suburban Maryland, Inc
(AIS-DCSMD)
www.al-anon-alateen-dcmd.org

Frederick – Hagerstown
Answering Service (Frederick &
Washington Counties)
(240) 285-9831
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Area 24 Group Records Instructions:
New Trusted Servants & Temporary Ad Hoc Electronic Meeting
Updates for WSO, Area & AIS Group Records!
Update your WSO Group Record with your New Telephone Contacts, CMA,
GR & Ad Hoc Electronic Meeting Information.

Trusted Servants: WSO expanded the Meeting Location Special Instruction section
in the Group Record to allow for “Face to Face” (FTF) & “Ad Hoc Electronic Meeting”
Comments/Information. This displays on WSO’s “Find A Meeting Page” for the
Newcomer & Returning/Visiting Member to use to attend your meetings.
Instructions on how to update your group’s WSO Group Record:
1. From Al-Anon’s homepage (https://al-anon.org). Select “Members” tab”; then Select “Group
Resources”; then Select “Group Records”; then Select “Group Change Form on this page & input your
group’s data. OR cut and paste: https://al-anon.org/for-members/group-resources/group-records/
directly into your browser, input your information and submit. Your input into the WSO Group
Change Form is re-directed to the Area 24 Group Records Coordinator (AGRC) for their data entry
into the WSO Group Records Database within seven days of receipt.
•

AGRC Process: AGRC updates WSO record, which is uploaded within an hour to the WSO
database & is available on WSO website.

•

AGRC notifies the meeting’s GR/CMA, DR and AIS (when meeting is located in an AIS area) &
requestor if not GR/CMA/DR/AIS via email.

2. WSO expanded the Meeting Location Special Instructions section of the Record to accommodate
detailed information on FTF meeting instructions & ad hoc electronic meeting information.
3. Other Group Records Change Options:
 Email Area 24 Group Records Coordinator, Flemena B at records4area24@marylanddcalanon.org with updated information for input or Send USPS mail to 9157 Helaine Hamlet Way,
Columbia, MD 21045, or call 1-443-756-9699 for input.
Check WSO’s “Find a Meeting” feature to see how your meeting is listed for the Newcomer and visiting
Member: https://al-anon.org/al-anon-meetings/find-an-al-anon-meeting/.
2-22-2021
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Minutes
Spring 2022 AWSC meeting of the
Al-Anon/Alateen Family Groups of
Maryland and the District of Columbia
Saturday, March 26, 2022
Conducted via Teleconference using Zoom
Meeting begun at 10:00 am
Open with the Serenity Prayer
Reading of the Steps: Pat RB
Reading of the Traditions: Art S
Reading of the Concepts and Warranties: Lynne K
Chairperson Welcome and general information: Dolores, Chair
A welcome to everyone. We have a full schedule, with reports of importance to review.
Roll Call and establishing of Substantial Unanimity: Flemena B. Group Records Coordinator
After roll call, 26 voting members are present. A call for substantial unanimity was made for 2/3
to represent substantial unanimity, seconded and called for vote. Motion passed Voting
members=26 members, 17 to represent substantial unanimity.
Approval of Minutes from the Fall 2021 AWSC Meeting: Paul C., Secretary
Paul called the motion for approval of minutes, which appeared in the Dec. 2021 Al-Anouncer.
Motioned seconded and approved by vote. Motion passed.
Delegate’s Report: Phil B.
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Charles is trying to inform members of the different way AWS sees electronic meetings.
Existing meetings cannot “move’ to electronic. Members can move to electronic meetings
themselves, but not the meeting itself.
Idalia R: offered some clarity-If a group decides to become ‘electronic’ they will no longer be
part of their Area. However, the Area may consider guidelines where participation of the
electronic meeting in Area activities. The exception is where a group informs AWS that they
are changing to a ‘electronic’ meetings. Area 24 still recognizes Face to Face, Hybrid and
virtual meetings.
18
17
16
15
14

No report
No repot
No report
Terry C. No Report
Hannah G.

Hannah is going to get updates, but there are currently 7 meetings, with 2 inactive. One F2F
meeting, others are virtual. No District meetings recently.
13

Janice S.

Just had their District meeting. They meet semi-monthly. 30 registered meetings, 2 F2F, with
the rest hybrid or virtual. Discussing resuming of Spirituality Workshop-they have lost their host
facility, so are searching for a new venue. 1 Alateen meeting, which is connected with an AlAnon meeting.
12
Gail KW.-no report. Dolores mentioned that a few of their groups that met at one
location, have lost that location.
11
10

Donna L. No Report
Greg No Report

9
Nancy T-encouraged participation in the Entertainment portion of the Spring
Convention., a possible picnic planned for end of the summer.
8
Winston M.
Service in the District has been an issue. Normally there were 9-10 groups represented in
District Meetings. Last District meeting-no GR’s present. He in considering an inventory for the
District-to get input and what is needed to make District 8 more active. Finances are good.
Perhaps a workshop would spark participation-their Steering Committee will discuss this.
7
Robert W.
9 Groups, one moving to hybrid, one considering moving to hybrid. Rest of meetings are
virtual. Serenity Tea has been cancelled this year.
6
No Report
5
Gail B.
13-14 active groups. 7 F2F, 3 hybrid, rest are virtual. One group wishes to be virtual
indefinitely. No Fall workshop planned. Polling of groups to be done for other possible events.
4
No report
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3

Margie B. No report

2
Katie CS.
District 2:
We currently have 17 Al-Anon meetings. 3 meetings are suspended including our Alateen
meeting. 11 meetings are in person, and 6 are either exclusively zoom or hybrid. Rather than
printing meeting directories, we now maintain meeting info on a district website that is shared
in meetings.
We had a successful December/Holiday Fellowship breakfast gathering in December at a local
restaurant. We've been doing this for more than a decade.
We have a phone service in our District that has been 'manned' by the same person for almost
10 years. Within 2 weeks someone else stepped in to take over.
At our April District meeting we will formalize plans for other 2022 events.
1

Diane S. No Report

Dates of Upcoming meetings in 2022:
Spring Assembly- May 21, 2022
Fall AWSC- September 24, 2022
Fall Assembly- October 22, 2022
Alternate Delegate- Suzy M.
She reminded District Reps, and GR’s to make members aware of the Forum and encourage
its use. She is appreciative of her participation as an Alternate Delegate.
Chairperson- Dolores M. – Wrapped up the meeting, and
End with the Al-Anon Declaration and the Serenity Prayer.
Meeting concluded at 3:00
Paul C, Area 24 Secretary
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Agenda
Spring 2022 Assembly meeting of the
Al-Anon/Alateen Family Groups of
Maryland and the District of Columbia
Saturday, May 21, 2022, 10 am to 3 pm
Conducted via Teleconference using Zoom
Only Group Reps are voting at the Assembly.
Meeting began at 10:00 am
Open with the Serenity Prayer-Dolores M
Reading of the Steps: Phyllis
Reading of the Traditions: Art S
Reading of the Concepts and Warranties: Suzanne
Chairperson: Dolores M.
Welcome and general information
Dolores reminded attendees to precede your name with a # sign, to assist with voting.
The polling feature will be used for voting.
Group Records Coordinator: Flemena B.
Roll call and establishing of substantial unanimity, plus any other report.
Warranty 4 was read.
Call for substantial unanimity-Flemena B: 2/3 for substantial majority- Charles L.
Seconded, poll taken. 100% approved\passed
Voting members present: 50 voting members, 33 will represent substantial unanimity
today.
Secretary: Paul C. Approval of Minutes from the Fall 2021 Assembly, as published in the
December 2021 Al-Anon-Cer. Motion seconded, and approved.
Paul C also thanked Suzy M, for stepping up to take minutes for part of the 2022 Spring
AWSC meeting.
Delegate: Phil B.
Delegate’s report from the World Service Conference- Theme- Enhancing our
Recovery through Abundance, Unity and Understanding.
The WSC included about 120 participants, including Delegates, Trustees, and members
of the WSO Executive Committee.
Meetings each day go for about 12 hours-so many packed days.
2021 Audit was conducted and was concluded that our records passed with their
highest opinion of integrity.
Al-Anon-Cer / September 2022
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Q: Ed-Of the 13k groups registered, how many are Alateen A: This is all groups
combined, including Alateen.
Q: Maureen-have there been suggestions to groups meeting electronically, on
encouraging contributions? A: WSO has not shared strategies on encouraging
contributions. Only general dissemination of the message of need for contributions to
be made to groups.
Comment: Jessie commented about inflation and how a dollar or two in the basket does
not go as far today. Conversations in meetings might include some practical
solutions\comparisons to make members aware of how what was ok years ago, but
might not be appropriate today.
Phil also noted that services from the WSO have not decreased during the pandemic
era.
Q: Suzanne-is there a breakdown in contributions between electronic vs mailed
contributions. A: Perhaps the slide presented showed costs of PayPal.
Lucinda commented-District Treasurers can help Groups treasurers with their roles.
Q: Suzanne-clarification of purchases via Amazon vs purchased via WSO website. A:
Probably some loss of revenue due to Amazon taking a cut. Also, Literature Depots are
another source of literature.
Q: Edie B-she is a GR. How to change status\Zoom status for her meeting?
Dolores suggested Flemena answer the above question. WSO can be updated on
temporary virtual status, through AGRC, or update these records via the WSO Group
Records Change Form, which Flemena will then receive the change.
Phil commented about the role of the GR to keep it’s meeting status updated via the GR
Change Form. We should strive to keep this information current, as it’s especially
important for a newcomer, so that a listed meeting’s meeting site, whether virtual or in
person, is visible to that newcomer.
Lucinda commented that there is one meeting in our Area that is totally virtual. She will
try to get more details.
Q: Suzanne-she is aware of a group that has decided to become fully virtual. Does the
group, which was physically meeting, need to apply as a new group? A: Flemena will
research that answer and get back to Suzanne.
Comment: Robert W- using the WSO path to look for status of meetings, it directs
members to the associated AIS to look for status.
Rita VW-commented that their listing in the AIS does not include a Zoom ID, for security
reasons. She has her email listed, so she can be contacted for current ID\PW.
Q: Patrick-a meeting in his District is fully virtual. Has the WSO advised on how to create
Districts for electronic meetings in Area 24. A: Flemena said this is still being worked out
at the WSO.
Q: Ade needed some clarity on how newcomers can reach out to attend. Can someone
post the link to or instructions on how to update this status. A: Phil will post his
presentation to the Area website, which includes the link. Flemena will post in chat:
https://al-anon.org/for-members/group-resources/group-records/
Al-Anon-Cer / September 2022
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Q: Karen K-completed an online status change-but is not sure if she did it right. Flemena
asked for Group name\number (6005). Dolores suggested working with Flemena and
the WSO link to complete status updates.
Maureen: Formation of an Electronic meeting Area-has this occurred or is it moving
forward. Voting status in limbo. A: Phil notes existing Groups that are all virtual, still do
not have voting rights\representation.
GEA (Global Electronic Area) is a new virtual Area, formed which includes a Delegate
and has voting rights at the Conference.
There were numerous questions about how groups should indicate their status, should
they stay virtual, be hybrid, or physical-and how they keep their status as voting
members, and have GR’s. Lucy noted that virtual meetings can be an effective Outreach
tool, as members can attend from anywhere.
Edie commented that there needs to be phone numbers and not just web links, for
access to change of meeting status, for those who do not have computers\smart
phones.
Ruthie commented about the need of some members to leave the house to attend a
meeting-a need for physical meetings exists for that reason
Lunch Break at 12:53, resuming at 1:30
Meeting resumed with the Serenity Prayer
Phil noted the Road Trip October 29. Board of Trustees will have their last meeting for
the year, in Cleveland OH.
International Convention will be in 2023, Albuquerque NM-June 29-July 2nd.
Registrations begins in January, and accommodations can be arranged via the same
registration process.
Phil then shared some information on his experience in visiting Stepping Stones, home
of Bill and Lois W’s.
Q: Ernest asked where Phil’s Delegate report will be available. Dolores posted a link in
Chat: https://www.marylanddc-alanon.org
Suzy urged those who can make it work-to having the hybrid meeting option for as
many meetings as possible. It will take a bit of service work to accomplish this.
Q: What was the ‘work week’ like for him? A: Phil shared that 80% of the information to
be discussed, was given in advance, so being familiar and prepared with that
information is necessary. 5 days of 12 hour days were necessary, even with advanced
review of information.
Discussion and vote on Phil B.’s status as Delegate when he moves out of state.
Dolores led the discussion and noted that Phil is willing to serve through the end of his
term, and attend the 2023 WSC.
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(N.E.R.D.) conference was again on Zoom along with activities and the AWSC
meeting was again held on Zoom. For the quarter there was a surplus of $2,750.
As of January 1 2022 the balance in the bank was $3,500 more than the prudent
reserve of $23,330. The prudent reserve each year is the budgeted operating
expenses for the coming year. The assembly voted to send $3,500 to the WSO as an
extra contribution.
The income and expenses for the rest of 2022 will depend on whether groups (and
the area) resume meeting in person and can go back to other normal activities. Until
they do, the cancellations and reductions will continue in reduced public outreach
opportunities, no literature or meetings at Jessup women’s prison, no N.E.R.D., no
hall rentals for AWSC and assembly meetings, and reduced insurance costs because
of fewer in-person meetings and events.
During the pandemic contributions from groups and districts are down by over a
third. Thank you to all the individuals who have made individual contributions to
help make up the shortfall.
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Discussion and vote about sending additional contribution to WSO.
Charles made a motion to approve sending an additional $3500.00 to WSO. Seconded,
and poll taken.
Result: Motion approved.
No questions were asked.
Groups Records Report-Flemena B:
Area Group Records Coordinator Report
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